. Overview of functionality provided in Selene. (a) Selene enables users to train and evaluate new deep learning models with very few lines of code. As input, the library accepts (left) the model architecture, dataset, and (mid) a configuration file that specifies the necessary input data paths and training parameters; Selene automatically splits the data into training and validation/testing, trains the model, evaluates it, and (right) generates figures from the results. (b) Selene also supports the use of trained models to interpret variants. In addition to being able to run variant effect prediction with the same configuration file format, Selene includes a To demonstrate Selene's capabilities for developing and evaluating sequence-level deep learning models, we use it to (1) train a published architecture on new data, (2) develop, train, and evaluate a new model (improving a published model) and (3) apply a trained model to data and visualize the resulting predictions.
Case 1: Training an existing (e.g. published) architecture on a different dataset
In this case study, a researcher reads a manuscript about a deep learning model and wants to train the model on different data. For illustration, we will use the DeepSEA model architecture as a starting point in our case studies; however, Selene is completely general and a user can easily use or specify any model of their choice using modules in PyTorch.
Suppose a cancer researcher is interested in modeling the regulatory elements of the transcription factor GATA1, specifically focusing on proerythroblasts in bone marrow. This is a tissue-specific genomic feature that DeepSEA does not predict. The researcher downloads peaks data from Cistrome 13 and a reference genome FASTA file. Once a researcher formats the data based on our instructions and fills out the necessary training parameters (e.g. batch size, learning rate), they can use Selene to train DeepSEA architecture on their data with no new lines of Python code. In this example, they find that the model obtains an AUC of 0.942 on this feature (Fig. 2a) . Selene automatically generates training, testing, and validation samples using the provided input data. The samples generated for each partition can be saved and used in subsequent model development so that comparisons can be made across models with different architectures and/or parameters. Further, Selene automatically evaluates the model on the test set after training and generates figures to visualize the model's performance as receiver operating characteristic and average precision curves. Now that the researcher has a trained model, they can use Selene to apply in silico mutagenesis to a set of GATA1 sequences from the test set. In silico mutagenesis involves "mutating" every position in the sequence to every other possible base 4 (DNA and RNA) or amino acid (protein sequences) and examining the consequences of these "mutations." Selene supports visualizing the outputs of in silico mutagenesis as a heatmap and/or motif plot. By visualizing the log2 fold change for these sequences in a heatmap, the researcher can see that the model detects disruptions in binding at the GATA motif (Fig. 2b ). 
Case 2: Developing a new architecture and comparing performance across architectures
In another use case, a researcher may want to develop and train a new model architecture. For example, a bioinformatician might want to modify a published model architecture to see how that affects performance. First, the researcher uses modules in PyTorch to specify the model architecture they are interested in evaluating; in this case study, they try to enhance the DeepSEA architecture with batch normalization and three additional convolutional layers. The researcher specifies parameters for training and the paths to the model architecture and data in a configuration file and passes this as input to a method in the library. Training is automatically completed by Selene; afterwards, the researcher can easily use Selene to compare the performance of their new model to the original DeepSEA model on the same chromosomal holdout dataset.
In this case study, the researcher finds that the deeper architecture achieves an average AUC of 0.938 ( Fig. 3a) and an average AUPRC of 0.362, which is an improvement over the researcher can share this model with a collaborator (e.g. a human geneticist, see case study 3 below) and upload it to the Kipoi 14 model zoo, a repository of trained models for regulatory genomics, with which Selene-trained models are fully compatible.
Using Selene, researchers can substantially reduce the amount of work needed to develop, train and compare new models. Researchers are able to focus on experimenting with various model architectures rather than writing all new code for model training and evaluation.
Case 3: Applying a new model to variants
In this case study, a human geneticist studying Alzheimer's wants to apply the model developed in case study 2 above, so they first assess its ability to prioritize potential diseaseassociated variants. Specifically, they use Selene to make variant effect predictions for nominally significant variants (p-value < 0.05) and nonsignificant variants (p-value > 0.50) in the International Genomics of Alzheimer's Project 15 Alzheimer's disease GWAS 16 . The researcher finds that the predicted effect is significantly higher for GWAS nominally significant variants versus non-significant variants, indicating that the new model is indeed able to prioritize potential disease-associated variants (one-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test, most significant feature H3K36me3 in K562 cells has an adjusted p-value of 3.89 ✕ 10 -67 ) (Fig. 3b) . Selene's modeling capability extends far beyond case studies shown above. The library can be readily applied to not only DNA, but also RNA and protein sequences; and not only chromatin data, but any current genome-, transcriptome-, or even proteome-wide measurements. We developed Selene to increase the accessibility of deep learning in biology and facilitate the creation of reproducible workflows and results. Furthermore, Selene is open-source software that will continue to be updated and expanded based on community and user feedback.
Methods

Overview of Selene
Selene consists of two components: a Python library for developing sequence-level neural networks, and a command line interface for prototypical use cases of the library (i.e. training a new model, evaluating an existing model, and analyzing sequence data and variants with a trained model). We herein refer to these components as the software development kit (SDK) and the command line interface (CLI) respectively. Importantly, all functionality provided by the CLI is also available to the user through the SDK. Rather than supplanting the SDK, the CLI is intended to maximize code reuse and minimize user time spent learning SDK by heavily reducing the configuration tasks left to the user (e.g. when GPU usage is specified, the CLI ensures all appropriate computations are performed on the GPU). When appropriate, the SDK does deliver functionality beyond that of the CLI. For instance, the SDK includes several data visualization methods that would be too unwieldy as executables run from the command line.
Thorough documentation for the SDK is available at https://selene.flatironinstitute.org, and a number of tutorials for both the CLI and SDK are provided at https://github.com/FunctionLab/selene/tree/master/tutorials.
Selene software development kit
The Selene SDK, formally known as selene_sdk, is an extensible Python package intended to ease development of new programs that leverage sequence-level models through code reuse. The Selene CLI is built entirely upon the functionality provided by the SDK, but it is likely that users will use the SDK outside this context. For example, after training a new sequence-level model with the CLI, one could use the SDK in conjunction with a Python-based web application framework (e.g. Flask, Django) to build a web server so that other researchers can submit sequences or variants and get the trained model's predictions as output.
Leveraging the SDK in a user Python project is no different from using any other Python module. That is, one only needs to import the selene_sdk module or any of its members, and supply them with the correct parameters. The runtime behavior of each component of selene_sdk, as well as the required parameters for all members of selene_sdk, is described in detail in the online documentation (https://selene.flatironinstitute.org/overview/overview.html).
Selene command line interface
The Selene CLI is a usable program to be run from the command line by the user. It encapsulates the configuration, execution, and logging of Selene's most common use cases. Said use cases are embodied by the CLI's three commands: train, evaluate, and analyze. These commands are used to train new models, evaluate the performance of trained models, and analyze model predictions (perform in silico mutagenesis or variant effect prediction) respectively. Each command configures its specific runtime environment with a combination of command line arguments and parameters drawn from user-provided configuration files. The flexibility of these configuration files allows them to leverage user-developed code as well, and further extends the usability of the CLI. We provide a step-by-step tutorial that describes the CLI configuration file format and shows some example configuration keys and values at https://github.com/FunctionLab/selene/blob/master/tutorials/getting_started_with_selene/getting _started_with_selene.ipynb. Further examples of CLI configuration files are available at https://github.com/FunctionLab/selene/tree/master/config_examples as well.
Model Architectures
DeepSEA architecture used in case 1 (from the supplementary note in the DeepSEA publication 4 ):
Both architectures use the binary cross-entropy loss function and stochastic gradient descent optimizer (momentum = 0.9, weight decay = 10 -6 ).
Reproducing the case studies Below, we have described the steps taken for each of the case studies. The code required to reproduce each case study is included in the GitHub repository (https://github.com/FunctionLab/selene/tree/master/manuscript). We have also created Zenodo records for each case that contain all the input data, data processing scripts, and outputs files generated from Selene:
• tabix -p bed <sorted-coordinates-file>.gz 3. Create a file of distinct features that the model will predict, where each feature is a single line in the file. This can easily be created from the .bed file in step 2 by running: cut -f 4 <peak-coordinates-file> | sort -u > <distinct-features> 4. Download the GRCh38/hg38 FASTA file. We downloaded the reference sequences GRCh37/hg19 and GRCh38/hg38 used in our analyses from ENCODE: https://www.encodeproject.org/data-standards/reference-sequences/.
Please see the DeepSEA publication for details about data processing and training:
https://www.nature.com/articles/nmeth.3547#methods.
In the main text, we report test performance using the online sampler. When training on the same exact data as DeepSEA, we achieve an average AUC of 0.934 and an average AUPRC of 0.361.
Steps to redownload and format all the peaks data from ENCODE and Roadmap Epigenomics.
1. Download all chromatin feature profiles used for training DeepSEA, specified in Supplementary tabix -p bed <sorted-coordinates-file>.gz https://github.com/FunctionLab/selene/blob/master/manuscript/case2/1_train_with_onlin e_sampler/data/process_data.sh 4. Download the hg19 FASTA file (https://www.encodeproject.org/files/male.hg19/@@download/male.hg19.fasta.gz). 5. Specify the model architecture, loss, and optimizer as a Python file:
https://github.com/FunctionLab/selene/blob/master/selene_sdk/utils/example_model.py
